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Abstract
We consider the problem of topic-focused ab-001
stractive summarization, where the goal is to002
generate an abstractive summary focused on003
a particular topic, a phrase of one or multiple004
words. We hypothesize that the task of generat-005
ing topic-focused summaries can be improved006
by showing the model what it must not focus007
on. We introduce a deep reinforcement learn-008
ing approach to topic-focused abstractive sum-009
marization, trained on rewards with a novel010
negative example baseline. We define the in-011
put in this problem as the source text preceded012
by the topic. We adapt the CNN-Daily Mail013
and New York Times summarization datasets014
for this task. We then show through exper-015
iments on existing rewards that the use of016
a negative example baseline can outperform017
the use of a self-critical baseline, in ROUGE,018
BERTSCORE, and human evaluation metrics.019

1 Introduction020

Topic-focused summarization is the task of gener-021

ating a summary given a source text and a specific022

query or topic. Approaches to topic-focused sum-023

marization include query relevance and importance024

(Gupta et al., 2007), multi-modality manifold rank-025

ing (Wan et al., 2007; Wan, 2008; Wan and Xiao,026

2009), and query attention (Nema et al., 2017).027

The DUC 2005 and 2006 datasets (Dang, 2005,028

2006) are examples of datasets that are widely used029

for this task. These datasets are much smaller030

than benchmark datasets for generic summariza-031

tion, resulting in fewer research work to train topic-032

focused summarization on state-of-the-art systems033

(Deutsch and Roth, 2019).034

In parallel, there has been growing work in re-035

cent years on reinforcement learning approaches036

to (generic) abstractive summarization. Proposed037

rewards aim to optimize non-differentiable sum-038

marization metrics like ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and039

BERTSCORE (Zhang et al., 2019), or to encour-040

age desirable summary aspects like semantic cohe-041

sion (Celikyilmaz et al., 2018) and entity coherence 042

(Sharma et al., 2019). Many reinforced abstractive 043

summarization methods use the self-critical base- 044

line or SCST (Rennie et al., 2017) to cap their 045

rewards. This self-critical baseline is obtained by 046

greedily searching for a sequence that maximizes 047

the likelihood probability of the current model. 048

In this work, we propose a reinforcement 049

learning-based approach to topic-focused summa- 050

rization. First, we adapt widely used generic sum- 051

marization benchmarks to this task, such that we 052

aim to generate only one out of three summary sen- 053

tences, given a corresponding topic. Then, instead 054

of using the self-critical baseline, we introduce a 055

novel baseline that uses negative examples: a sen- 056

tence that contains information that the summariza- 057

tion model should not focus on. 058

We run experiments on two existing generic 059

summarization datasets adapted to our task: CNN- 060

Daily Mail (Hermann et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 061

2017) and New York Times (Sandhaus, 2008). 062

Our experiments span two existing rewards: the 063

popular ROUGE-L reward and the Distributed Se- 064

mantic Reward (DSR) of Li et al. (2019), in- 065

spired by BERTSCORE (Zhang et al., 2019). 066

Our results show that using our negative exam- 067

ple baseline outperforms the self-critical baseline 068

across both datasets and both rewards. We ob- 069

tain improvements on both datasets in ROUGE and 070

BERTSCORE metrics, and human annotators find 071

that summaries generated with our negative base- 072

line for rewards are generally more relevant to the 073

given topic. 074

2 Related Work 075

Topic-Focused Summarization. There are dif- 076

ferent definitions of topic-focused summarization. 077

The DUC datasets (Dang, 2005, 2006) propose 078

summarization of documents given a question, also 079

called a query. Vanderwende et al. (2007) pro- 080

pose SumFocus, a system for topic-focused multi- 081
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document extractive summarization. SumFocus082

is comprised of four components: a generic ex-083

tractive summarization system, a topic-focusing084

component, sentence simplification, and lexical ex-085

pansion of topic words.086

Deutsch and Roth (2019) define the task of sum-087

mary cloze as the problem of deciding which con-088

tent to select in topic-focused summarization, given089

a context (partial summary). They propose a neural090

model with separate encoders for the topic and the091

partial summary.092

Reinforcement Learning for Summarization.093

There is a growing body of work that use rein-094

forcement learning (RL) methods to optimize non-095

differentiable rewards. ROUGE scores remain a096

popular RL reward. Other rewards include sen-097

tence selection to improve ROUGE scores (Chen098

and Bansal, 2018; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018), op-099

timizing question answering metrics (Scialom et al.,100

2019), and adding desirable custom features to gen-101

erated summaries (Böhm et al., 2019; Sharma et al.,102

2019).103

Li et al. (2019) find that rewards based on104

BERTSCORE (Zhang et al., 2019) and ROUGE105

each optimize their own metric, but decrease the106

other one.107

Wang et al. (2018) introduce a topic-aware re-108

inforced summarization model. The authors ex-109

periment with generic – not topic-focused – sum-110

marization datasets, and infer topics using LDA111

(Blei et al., 2003). Information about the topics112

is then infused into the model using a topic-aware113

attention mechanism and topic embeddings.114

Whereas a few (Narayan et al., 2018; Li et al.,115

2018) use the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams,116

1992), many RL-based summarization approaches117

(Paulus et al., 2018; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018; Li118

et al., 2018; Celikyilmaz et al., 2018; Yang et al.,119

2018; Li et al., 2019) use the self-critical sequence120

training approach (SCST) (Rennie et al., 2017).121

3 Problem Statement122

We tackle the task of topic-focused abstractive sum-123

marization as the problem of producing an abstrac-124

tive summary focused on a given topic, a phrase125

of one or multiple words. The generated summary126

should include information from the input text that127

is related to the topic, and exclude all other infor-128

mation. Consequently, different topics with the129

same input text should yield different summaries.130

More formally, given an input text x, a topic t131

and a corresponding reference summary y, we aim 132

to maximize the probability that we generate the 133

right summary: 134

p(y|x, t) > p(y′|x, t) (1) 135

for all y′ 6= y. 136

4 Rewards with a Negative Example 137

In self-critical sequence learning (Rennie et al., 138

2017; Wang et al., 2018), the RL loss formula is as 139

follows for our task: 140

LRL = − (r(ys)− b)

N∑
i=1

logP (ys
i |ys

1, ..., y
s
i−1,x, t) (2) 141

where b is the RL baseline, and b = r(ŷ) in self- 142

critical sequence learning. ys is a sampled sum- 143

mary, and ŷ is a summary obtained greedily by 144

maximizing the probability of the overall sequence. 145

In our particular task, we propose to use a base- 146

line with a negative example. The intuition is that 147

we encourage the model to generate summaries that 148

are more similar to the reference summary than the 149

negative example. This negative example is an 150

independent sentence from the summary of the cor- 151

responding source text, but which does not contain 152

the topic. The negative example acts as a sample 153

of undesirable information, and helps the summa- 154

rization model learn what kind of information to 155

exclude. 156

Given a reference summary y, and a negative 157

summary ȳ, our RL loss with negative examples is 158

defined as in equation 2, where we define the RL 159

baseline: b = r(ȳ). 160

We apply our method on two popular rewards 161

for summarization: rewards based on the ROUGE 162

and BERTSCORE metrics between the sampled 163

summary and the reference summary. 164

ROUGE-L reward. Given a sampled summary ys 165

and a reference summary y, we define the ROUGE- 166

L reward as follows: 167

rR(y
s) = ROUGE(ys,y) (3) 168

BERTSCORE Reward. We adopt the Distributed 169

Semantic Reward (DSR) definition of Li et al. 170

(2019). This reward measures the semantic simi- 171

larity with the reference summary. It is defined as 172

follows: 173

rs(y
s) = FBERT(y

s,y) (4) 174
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where FBERT is the F1 formula of BERTScore175

(Zhang et al., 2019). It is defined as:176

FBERT = 2 ∗ PBERT ∗ RBERT

PBERT +RBERT
(5)177

where the precision PBERT and recall RBERT are178

defined as follows for a given reference y and can-179

didate y′:180

PBERT =
1

|y′|
∑
x̂j∈y′

max
xi∈y

x>i x̂j (6)181

RBERT =
1

|y|
∑
xi∈y

max
x̂j∈y′

x>i x̂j (7)182

Loss Formula. Whereas Pasunuru and Bansal183

(2018) train by alternating multiple rewards, Li184

et al. (2019) propose a single loss formula com-185

bining DSR and ROUGE rewards. However, their186

results show that combining DSR and ROUGE does187

not yield better results in either ROUGE or FBERT188

scores, compared to using only one reward at a189

time, along with the summarization loss. We de-190

cide to also use only one reward at a time.191

We aim to optimize the following loss function:192

L = −(1− γ) ∗ log p (y|x, t)
+γ ∗ LRL−N(y

s,y, ȳ)
(8)193

where γ is a hyperparameter, and the first term is194

the negative log-likelihood loss with the reference195

summary as the target.196

5 Experiments and Results197

Datasets. In our experiments, we use two popular198

summarization benchmarks: the non-anoymized199

CNN-Daily Mail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015;200

Nallapati et al., 2017) and the New York Times201

(NYT) dataset (Sandhaus, 2008).202

In the CNN-Daily Mail dataset, summaries are203

usually 3 independent sentences, corresponding to204

the "highlights" at the top of the article on the orig-205

inal website. We consider each sentence separately206

as a reference summary, thereby creating on aver-207

age 3 datapoints from 1 datapoint in the original208

dataset.209

We filter the large NYT dataset to only get arti-210

cles with 3-sentence summaries. Similarly to the211

CNN-Daily Mail dataset, summary sentences are212

independent, making them fit for topic-focused ab-213

stractive summarization.214

Dataset Set # datapoints
Train 748,170

CNN-Daily Mail Dev 20,705
Test 31,815

Train 139,497
NYT Dev 9,911

Test 16,021

Table 1: Statistics for our focused version of the CNN-
Daily Mail and NYT datasets.

We use TopicRank (Bougouin et al., 2013), a 215

keyphrase extraction algorithm, to get the 10 most 216

popular keyphrases of the input text. Out of these 217

10 keyphrases, we pick the highest-scoring one 218

which only appears in the specific summary sen- 219

tence yi to be the topic of yi. We consider one of 220

the other reference summary sentences of the same 221

input text as the negative example. Therefore, each 222

datapoint in our version of the datasets contains an 223

input text, a reference summary, a negative sum- 224

mary, and a topic. We make sure that no same input 225

text (article) appears in more than one data split. 226

We show the statistics of the dataset used in Table 227

1. 228

Training Details. We set γ = 0.9984 following 229

Paulus et al. (2018) to balance the magnitude dif- 230

ference. We adopt the BART Large architecture 231

(Lewis et al., 2019) as it set a state of the art in 232

the generic summarization of the CNN-Daily Mail 233

dataset, among other tasks. We use a learning rate 234

of 3e − 5. We start training from the best model 235

trained on the cross-entropy objective only, on our 236

topic-focused summarization datasets. 237

We prepend the topic and a separator token to 238

the input text of each datapoint. As the average ref- 239

erence summary is shorter (on average 13 tokens), 240

we set the length of generated summaries at test 241

time between 10 and 20 tokens. 242

Baseline Models. We train four extractive base- 243

line models and three abstractive summarization 244

baseline models. 245

The four extractive baseline models are com- 246

mon summarization baselines, that are meant to 247

give an idea about the difficulty of the task. The 248

first baseline model is Lead-1, which chooses the 249

first sentence from the source article as the gen- 250

erated summary. The second baseline model is 251

BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995), an IR-based score 252

to rank search results given the query. In our case, 253

BM25 ranks sentences of the source article given 254
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DATASET CNN-DAILY MAIL NEW YORK TIMES

METRIC R1 F1 R2 F1 RL F1 FBERT R1 F1 R2 F1 RL F1 FBERT

EXTRACTIVE SUMMARIZATION BASELINE MODELS

Lead-1 19.94 6.54 16.33 69.08 22.22 9.89 18.44 69.48
BM25 22.92 9.71 19.79 69.95 30.38 15.80 26.45 73.23
SumFocus 32.08 15.82 28.14 73.92 29.00 14.64 25.27 72.86
Oracle-1 47.52 29.85 44.10 79.47 53.34 36.15 49.49 80.64
NEURAL ABSTRACTIVE SUMMARIZATION MODELS

REWARD RL b

None – 38.88 21.91 35.10 76.71 45.84 30.93 40.83 79.32
ROUGE Self-critical 39.64 22.78 37.10 74.82 46.52 32.43 42.49 77.69
ROUGE Negative (Ours) 39.97 23.22 37.87 74.12 47.02 32.87 43.12 78.03
BERTSCORE Self-critical 39.10 21.83 36.77 77.34 45.67 31.62 41.70 79.93
BERTSCORE Negative (Ours) 39.38 22.41 37.29 77.65 45.51 31.25 41.57 80.35

Table 2: Summarization experiment results on the test sets with the ROUGE and BERTSCORE rewards. The model
with no reward is a summarizer model trained only on the cross-entropy objective.

DATASET CNN-DAILY MAIL NEW YORK TIMES

REWARD CRITERIA Negative Self-Critical Tie Negative Self-Critical Tie

ROUGE
Relevance to Topic 25 21 34 21 14 45
Fluency 17 21 42 14 12 54

BERTSCORE
Relevance to Topic 19 15 46 22 18 40
Fluency 16 11 51 18 15 47

Table 3: Human evaluation ratings of two annotators on 40 sampled summaries from each dataset, comparing
reinforced summarization models trained with the negative baseline (ours) vs. the self-critical baseline.

the topic, and outputs the most relevant sentence as255

the generated summary. The third baseline model256

is SumFocus (Vanderwende et al., 2007), an un-257

supervised probabilistic model for topic-focused258

summarization. The fourth baseline is Oracle-1,259

which greedily searches for the sentence with the260

highest ROUGE score with the reference summary.261

This baseline model is meant as an upper-bound262

for extractive summarization models.263

We experiment with three abstractive summa-264

rization baseline models that use BART Large. The265

first baseline model is trained on cross-entropy266

only. The second and third baseline models are267

trained with the ROUGE and BERTSCORE (DSR)268

rewards respectively, with the self-critical method.269

Results and Discussion. We show the results of270

our experiments in Tables 2. Our proposed ap-271

proach outperforms the cross-entropy-only BART272

baseline, but also the two self-critical approaches273

across both datasets. This shows that negative ex-274

amples are a good reward baseline in topic-focused275

summarization. We notice a significant jump in276

performance in ROUGE-L F1 especially (about 2.5277

points), and an increase in ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2278

as well, compared to the cross-entropy-only base- 279

line. Our BERTSCORE-rewarded model achieves 280

the highest FBERT scores, with a slight increase 281

from its self-critical counterpart. 282

We hire two annotators to judge the fluency and 283

topic relevance of the 40 sampled summary pairs, 284

and ask them to compare our models with their 285

self-critical counterparts. The annotators are not 286

informed about which model generated which sum- 287

mary. Results in Table 3 show that our model’s 288

summaries are generally more relevant to the topic, 289

and that our BERTSCORE models are more fluent. 290

6 Conclusions 291

We propose a deep reinforcement learning ap- 292

proach to topic-focused abstractive summarization. 293

We introduce a new baseline for rewards, based 294

on negative examples collected from independent 295

summary sentences. We show through experiments 296

that our proposed approach outperforms the base- 297

line of self-critical reinforcement learning in the 298

optimized reward metric, and human annotators 299

find our model generates summaries that are more 300

relevant to the topic. 301
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